The purpose of the present study is to determine whether the sustained (delay period) activity of neurons The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex plays a critical role in the prefrontal cortex is affected by the magnitude of in guiding actions that ensue seconds after an instrucexpected reward. We trained rhesus monkeys to pertion. We recorded from neurons in area 46 and the form memory-guided saccades under conditions in frontal eye field (FEF) while monkeys performed a which they were led to expect a large or small water memory-guided eye movement task. A visual cue sigreward upon successful execution of the task. We comnaled whether a small or large liquid reward would pared the neural responses associated with different accompany a correct response. Many neurons in area reward expectations but the same memory demand and 46 responded more when the monkey expected a the same behavioral response. Many neurons in area larger reward. Reward-related enhancement was evi-46 exhibited stronger responses when the monkey exdent throughout the memory period and was most pected the larger reward. The enhanced neural activity pronounced when the remembered target appeared occurred throughout the memory period and was greatin the neuron's response field. Enhancement was not est when the monkeys made memory-guided saccades present in the FEF. The mixture of neural signals repreto a restricted portion of the visual field. Such rewardsenting spatial working memory and reward expectarelated modulation of neural activity was conspicuously tion appears to be a distinct feature of area 46. absent in the neighboring frontal eye field (FEF).
Introduction

Effect of Reward Expectation on Behavior
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is thought to play a Two rhesus monkeys performed a working memory task role in guiding behavior that does not ensue immediately in which they were required to remember the location but is to be enacted seconds after the acquisition of of a briefly lit target and to shift their gaze to its location a sensory instruction (Jacobsen, 1935; Fuster, 1989) . upon extinction of the fixation point (Figure 1 ). During During this time gap, termed an "instructed delay," neuthe task, a change in the color of the fixation point rons in the principal sulcus and its adjacent gyri exhibit indicated whether the monkey would receive a small or sustained discharge, which is thought to provide the large reward at the end of the trial. A total of 20,660 trials neural substrate for short-term (working) memory or were obtained in the course of studying 125 neurons. Of movement preparation (reviewed by Fuster, 1985 ; Goldthese, the monkeys completed 17,322 trials (84%) by man- Rakic, 1987; Fuster, 1995) . In a well-studied exammaking a saccadic eye movement to the location of the ple, many neurons have been shown to respond beremembered target. Most of the unsuccessful trials were tween the brief presentation of a visual target and an attributed not to incorrect responses but to broken fixaeye movement made seconds later to its remembered tion (2,685 
test). of the visual field, termed the neural response field, and
This behavior was detrimental because the monkeys is thus thought to encode the remembered location or, received no reward for unsuccessful trials and would more generally, the temporal linkage between visual inultimately complete an equal number of trials ending struction and eye movement response (Levy and Goldin large and small reward. The observation indicates, man-Rakic, 1999; Miller, 1999; Quintana and Fuster, however, that the monkeys were in some sense aware 1999; Rainer et al., 1999) .
of the reward contingencies associated with the task. While the mechanism underlying such sustained acEven among the successfully completed trials, we tivity is largely unknown, several studies indicate that observed subtle differences in the saccadic eye movedopamine may play an important role (Sawaguchi et al., ments that were associated with large and small reward.
1990; Sawaguchi and Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Williams
On trials ending in a large reward, saccadic latencies and Goldman-Rakic, 1995). The dorsolateral prefrontal were 2.4% longer (CI ϭ 1.8%-3.0%), the amplitudes were cortex receives a rich dopaminergic input from neurons 2.1% shorter (CI ϭ 1.4%-2.8%), peak velocities were 2.7% faster (CI ϭ 1.9%-3.6%), and accuracy (the reciprocal of the distance between the final saccadic end- smaller (CI ϭ 0.14%-0.32%; all comparisons significant point. In addition to this spatial selectivity, the response was enhanced on trials in which the monkey was cued by t tests, p Ͻ 0.0001). These differences were subtle, but they provide additional evidence that the monkeys' to expect the larger reward. This is perhaps clearest on behavior was influenced by the color-reward continthe trials in which the reward cue preceded the appeargencies.
ance of the spatial cue in the neuron's RF (Figures 3A and 3B). For both reward sizes, the response increased when the target appeared, but this response was susEffect of Reward Expectation on Neural Response tained at a greater level if the color of the fixation point We recorded from 125 neurons in the dorsolateral prehad cued a larger reward (compare Figures 3A and 3B ). frontal cortex (Figure 2) : 34 from the FEF and 91 from
The average response during the delay period was the banks and gyri of the principal sulcus (Walker area 48.5 Ϯ 2.8 spikes/s when the expected reward was big, 46). We studied neurons that responded during the delay compared to 30.3 Ϯ 2.9 spikes/s when the expected period of the memory saccade task in a spatially selective manner (see Experimental Procedures), thereby reward was small (p Ͻ 0.0002, t test). allowing us to identify a memory response field (RF).
Comparable enhancement was evident on the trials The monkey performed a memory saccade task using in which the spatial cue preceded the reward cue. For two to four target locations, one of which was in the example, in Figures 3E and 3F , there was a consistent neuron's RF. At each target location, half of the trials increase in the spike rate in the ‫5.0ف‬ s after the spatial were associated with a large or small reward. cue was flashed in the neuron's RF. Then, when the fixation point changed color to indicate the size of the reward, the sustained discharge underwent additional Larger Reward Was Associated with Enhanced modulation. On big-reward trials ( Figure 3F ), the disNeural Activity in Area 46 charge increased slightly and remained elevated for the Figure 3 shows data obtained from a neuron in area 46 duration of the memory period (41.1 Ϯ 2.7 spikes/s). during the memory saccade task. The neuron emitted On small-reward trials ( Figure 3E ), there was an abrupt a sustained volley of action potentials when the spatial memory cue appeared 13Њ to the right of the fixation decrease in the spike rate ‫002ف‬ ms after the reward of cues depicted in the left half of Figure 3 , the delay period activity was 1.56 times larger when the monkey expected a big reward. We term this value the enhancement ratio (ER). When the monkey made memory-guided saccades to targets that appeared outside the RF, the neuron responded weakly during the memory period and reward-related enhancement was less clear. Consider the trials in which the spatial cue preceded the reward cue ( Figures 3G and 3H) . When the spatial cue appeared, the response remained at background level or declined slightly. Then, shortly after the color of the fixation point signaled a small reward, there was further attenuation of the response ( Figure 3G ), but this decline was subtle and variable. For the combined data from the two sequences of cues depicted in the right half of Figure 3 , the mean spike rate during the memory period was 7.4 Ϯ 0.82 for the small reward trials, compared to 9.8 Ϯ 0.91 for the large reward trials ( Figures 3C, 3D , 3G, and 3H; ER ϭ 1.32; p ϭ 0.056, t test). The reward-related enhancement was thus weak at best when the remembered target appeared outside the neuron's RF. As shown below, this pattern of spatial selectivity was a common finding in area 46.
There is another interesting feature of the data depicted in Figure 3 . Notice that the enhancement seen in this neuron is not an immediate consequence of the reward cue itself. On trials in which the reward cue preceded the saccade target, the neural responses were not distinguishable until after the spatial cue appeared. In the epoch between the reward cue and spatial cue ( Figures 3A-3D When the spatial cue appeared outside the neuron's the enhancement ratio (ER; see Experimental Procedures). We computed ERs separately for trials in which RF, the enhancement was less consistent, as in the examples above. The geometric mean ER was 1.01 but the monkey made memory saccades into and away from the RF. An ER greater that 1 indicates enhanced delay did not represent a significant departure from unity (CI ϭ 0.94-1.09; p ϭ 0.75, t test; p ϭ 0.073, F test). We were period activity when the monkey expected the larger reward, whereas an ER less than 1 would indicate the thus unable to demonstrate a consistent pattern of enhancement for memory-guided saccades to locations reverse; an ER equal to 1 would imply that there is no effect of reward expectation.
outside the neural RF. There nevertheless appear to be neurons, like the one shown in Figure 4 , that exhibit Enhancement ratios for all 91 area 46 neurons are shown in Figure 5 . Across the population, the geometric similar enhancement regardless of the direction of the The ER for the trained association is shown along the horizontal axis. The ER for the new (reversed) association is shown along the vertical axis. In both cases, the ER is computed with respect to the actual reward size. If the enhancement is actually a response to the color cue, then the reversal should change the ER to its reciprocal value. This would be evident as a negative correlation in the scatter plot. The principal components ellipse (dashed) describes a weak positive correlation between the two conditions (see text). Arrows indicate geometric means. second block. Across the population of 27 neurons, rereward. This modulation was induced by indicating the size of the reward that would be provided upon successward size was found to influence the neural response ful completion of a memory-guided saccadic eye movesignificantly when analyzed against a possible color ment. The study design allowed us to compare neural confounder (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 , two-way ANOVA as described in responses associated with different expected reward Experimental Procedures, Equation 3, model R 2 ϭ 0.81). size under conditions in which the monkey performed These observations, along with the findings that enthe same behavior in a highly stereotyped fashion. Other hancement generally occurred only after the spatial cue than a change in color of the fixation point, the visual appeared in the RF (Figures 5 and 7) , allow us to reject stimuli and the difficulty of the task (memory burden) the idea that color is responsible for the response moduwere identical on trials in which the monkey was led to lation that we observed. expect a small or large reward. The monkey made very A second possibility is that response enhancement similar eye movements under the two reward contingenmight simply reflect a difference in the way the monkey cies, and any small differences were measured and inperformed the task when the larger reward was excorporated in the data analysis. Thus, we are confident pected. Recall that saccadic eye movements on smallthat the difference in activity seen on small-and largeand large-reward trials differed in latency, amplitude, reward trials is a direct reflection of the magnitude of peak velocity, and accuracy. We therefore evaluated the the expected reward. possibility that such factors played a confounding role.
The reward-related enhancement of neural activity We performed multiple least-squares regression in was largely restricted to trials in which the monkey made which we modeled the memory period response on each eye movements into the neuron's response field and trial as a linear combination of eye movement descripwas mainly expressed during the memory period of the tors and reward size: task. On trials in which the reward cue preceded the spatial (memory) cue, the enhancement typically ocz ϭ ␤ 0 ϩ ␤ 1 LAT ϩ␤ 2 ACC ϩ ␤ 3 AMP ϩ ␤ 4 VMAX ϩ (1) curred only after the spatial requirements of the task ␤ 5 REW.
were specified. These observations suggest that reward To combine data from many neurons, we first normalized expectation might play a role in modulating the susthe response for each neuron to its mean response durtained activity of neurons in area 46. Such selectivity ing the delay period, using all the trials employing the also argues against the possibility that the enhancement same memory target. The first four independent varicould be due to mechanisms related to the monkey's ables (uppercase) were obtained from eye trace records state of arousal that would affect the overall neural disas described in Experimental Procedures. These values charge. This possibility seems all the more unlikely bewere also normalized before combining across expericause we failed to observe reward-related enhancement ments. The last variable, REW, is 1 or 0 for large and among neurons in the FEF of the same monkeys. Mechasmall reward trials, respectively. To test whether exnisms related to arousal and excitability, such as changes in blood pressure or pCO 2 , would be expected pected reward size affects the neural response in a to affect both regions of the dorsolateral prefrontal manner that is not accounted for by variation in eye cortex. movements, we compared fits with ␤ 5 ϭ 0 or free, and A limitation of the present study is that we used only applied the principle of extra sum of squares (Draper two reward sizes. With only two sizes, we are unable to and Smith, 1966). We found that incorporating reward determine whether the magnitude of expected reward size into the model resulted in a significant improvement is represented parametrically in area 46. Our informal in the regression fit (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 ). This implies that variaobservations with different quantities suggest that it is tions in the monkey eye's movements do not account not, but studies from other laboratories using different for the enhanced responses of neurons in area 46 when food types raise the possibility of a graded representathe monkeys expected the larger reward. We obtained tion of reward size (Watanabe, 1996) . The limited range the same result when we applied this analysis to the of reward size in our study might also explain the rather subset of neurons analyzed in Figures 6 and 7 (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 ) . modest effects we observed. Previous studies of reIt is also worth noting that the same analysis failed to ward-related activity in area 46 compared the response uncover enhancement when the monkey made eye on trials in which some reward is given to those in which movements away from the RF or among the neurons in there is no reward at all (Niki and Watanabe, 1979 . These values were normalized with respect to the mean by a variable duration (median duration ϭ 500 ms; Figure 1A) , and for all saccades to the same memory target. Across experiments, on the other half the reward cue was presented during the memory we then compared the effect of small and large reward on each period, a variable time after the spatial cue (median duration ϭ 1000 saccade descriptor. We also examined the effect of saccadic varims; Figure 1B) . ability on neural response. As a caveat to the population analysis described in the Results (near Equation 1), we examined each neuAnalysis of Neuronal Responses ron's response as a function of each of the saccade descriptors. All physiological data reported in this paper were acquired from We evaluated-but failed to support-the possibility that variation trials in which the monkeys successfully completed the memory in a saccade descriptor could have opposite effects on different saccade task. We compared neural activity on trials ending in small neurons, thereby canceling each other across the population. and large reward, focusing mainly on the period after the monkey had seen both the spatial/memory cue and the reward cue. Unless Acknowledgments otherwise noted, the average spike rate was computed in an epoch beginning 300 ms after the onset of the spatial cue or reward cue, We thank Melissa Mihali for expert technical assistance and Josh whichever occurred last, and ending with the offset of the fixation Gold and Mark Mazurek for comments on an earlier draft of the point ("go" signal). 
